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At eighteen years old, Nash Smoak maintained three jobs. He worked as an assistant to the cook in

a small diner, he was shadily hired as a construction worker, and worked as an attendant at a game

arcade. Nash needed to take on these jobs in order to support his two brothers and sickly Grandma.

Ever since the tragic accident of his parentsâ€™ death, he took it upon himself to support his family.

After being worked to the bone, Nash found a sacred place, his paradise of relief - the virtual reality

world of Zectas. However, his only sanctuary was destroyed when a group of high-level players

used him as bait in one of their quests. Nash was captured and tortured by a sadistic Boss monster!

Little did they know that this incident would cause the birth of the Legendary User Smoke!
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Oh... my... God. This is the new champion in the on-going contest for the most poorly put together

indie book.The story itself is OK, though it sort of plods predictably forward, with the main character

creatively thinking of one way after another of developing himself and completing quests that

somehow the thousands of other users in the game have never figured out. The characters are

mildly interesting, though not deep at all. Still, I would have read it and enjoyed at least parts of



it.The book aspires to be a pretty average entry into the MMORPG genre. Unfortunately, the

marginal English skills of the author make it impossible to immerse oneself in the story. The author

is either in fourth grade, left school after the fourth grade, or wrote a book in another language and

then used Google Translate on it. (Dear author: If you are in fourth grade, you should be

congratulated for completing a novel and you should keep writing... and have an editor look at your

book before publishing.)The book is packed with little gems like "As the everyone in the clan new of

their story, they understand the heroic deed that you have accomplished," or "Seeing the griffons fly

off. The Condortlians felt relieved most likely they will try to look for another food source since the

lizard people has been wiped out."I can only assume there were no editors, proof readers, family

members or friends involved in the production of this book. The author wrote a first draft, ran

spell-checker, hit the "fix all" button, and uploaded it. In every single paragraph there are the most

basic mistakes. And I'm being literal: every single paragraph.I pay attention to the mistakes I find in

other books, but I'm not obsessive about it.
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